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all this for your comfort and pleasure. 

Thanks to qualified personnel, committed to doors creation combined with great 

experience and advanced technology, as well as application of the newest  

achievements supplied by the world renowned producers of the door components, 

PORTA Group has introduced numerous best-seller lines of doors. The door models 

either present timeless style or bring customers up to current trends in the interior 

design always in good taste. 

From the early beginnings up till now the company’s main goal is to deliver complete door 
solutions responding to customers’ highest requirements within design, aesthetics, 
quality and different technical parameters.

Nowadays PORTA Group employs nearly 2000 people, includes four factories located in 
Poland, one in Romania and produces about 85 000 door leaves and 65 000 door frames 
monthly. The PORTA Group wide range of products is distributed in 26 European countries 
under trade brands: VERTE, Porta DOORS and VILLADORA.

PORTA Group was established in 1992 in Poland, Bolszewo (45 km to Gdansk) and within 

few years the company became the largest and the most dynamically developing doors 

manufacturer, leading not only in Poland but also in European market. 

about the coMpany

Each interior creates its own ambience, having extraordinary impact on your daily feeling.  
The interior design decides about if you call the space YOURS, in case it reflects your character 
and likes or not, regardless of how much time you have spent in one place. That is why so many of 
us when decorating dreamed-of space spend hours to prepare an ideal interior design concept in 
which all individually selected elements are equally important and perfectly match each other.

For that reason PORTA Group provides you with a vast variety of doors with different characteristics 
according to any interior’s or customer’s personalized requirements.

Let this catalogue become the inspiration to create YOUR world, YOUR ideal space concept board with PORTA Group doors.

Open the door to imagination…

branD philosophy by porta group
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Verte 
interior Doors

Verte group e

Verte group b

Verte group D

color palette

The line combines simple form in rectangular 

shape and warm Earth tones palette of applied 

finishings. 

VERTE collection allows to 
choose from many options 
of glass panes and panels 
arrangement, making more solid 
or glazed door construction and 
bringing inside the room as much 
light as you wish.

If you look for modern style doors – reach for wide model range of VERTE 

interior panel doors. 
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PORTA DOORS, the flag brand of PORTA Group is popular and appreciated 

for versatile and complex door offer for residential, commercial offices 

and public buildings.

porta iDea

porta Doors rich offer of interior doors 
in synthetic veneers will surely let you 
find something in Your style. There are 
classically retro, avant-garde or simple 
modern door collections - all tasteful  
and always fashionable.

porta 
synthetic 
Veneers

color palette

new
!

new
!

porta line

The best investment in the beauty and comfort.
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Nature TREND Elegance

Nature CONCEPT Elegance

The elegance of PORTA DOORS 
collections in natural veneers  
will certainly appeal to the taste  
of those who delight in nature, 
natural materials, wood structure 
and warm colour tones. 

The characteristic Iberian series 

perfectly fits in classical Spanish 

style interiors with brick red, 

cinnamon and terracotta brown 

shades.

We offer modern models of simple geometric 
patterns with sharp lines and elegant models 
with gentle curves of arches – in full  
or in open-work version. 

porta 
in natural 
Veneers

Malaga

color palette
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Wroclaw

According to feng shui, an old Chinese 
art of arranging space in a building, 
functional and well-designed front 
doors ensure health, prosperity  
and long life to its inhabitants. 

Technical parameters of the interior entrance doors AGATE, 
OPAL, QUARTZ & GRANITE will satisfy even the most 
demanding users and the wide range  
of patterns and colours will allow for selecting  
a door most suitable for the character  
of the interior and surroundings.

the doors of gDynia and wroclaw 
series are traditional exterior doors 
kept in the style refering to the 
Hanseatic architecture. They will 
lend your home a unique aura of 
prosperity and solidity.

porta 
entrance
Doors

roma

granite

color palette
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PORTA DOORS means not only a wide range  

of standard products offered on previous pages,  

but also custom doors adjusted to individual needs  

of our customers.

inDiViDual 
inVestMent offer

Commander’s Hill

Sea Towers

aquarius

Custom finishing, design or size in 
combination with a number of technical 
solutions, with the highest possible 
functional parameters such as: 
• burglar-proofness • acoustics,  
• fire-resistance • smoke-tightness 
offered within our certificates  
and tests, enabled use of doors  
in prestigious investment structures.

Our doors are used in residential buildings, offices, schools, markets, restaurants, hotels, resorts, dormitories, hospitals, health centres, laboratories, sanatorium, airports, and other public places.
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color palette

VillaDora Modern – a result of passion and inspiration 

taken from modern and original forms of art –  

is a collection combining the elements of decoration  

and furnishings in terms of aesthetics and functionality.

Modern, simple but sophisticated design allows free 

creation of interiors according to individual testes.

VILLADORA brand offers exceptional high end doors collections for the most 

sophisticated interiors of eclectic nature and satisfying the most demanding tastes 

within both diversified design and best quality. 

Villadora sanD

Villadora space

VillaDora MoDern
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VillaDora retro

VILLADORA Retro collection is an inspiring trip into the past 
from the cannons and designs of which we drew all what 
was timeless and classically elegant. The doors from 
VILLADORA Retro collection creates extremely stunning 
and tasteful climate and becomes a distinctive 
decorative element which imparts style and charm  
to the interior.

The use of Retro Module allows to obtain a richer 
visual effect of doors in terms of style.

color palette

Villadora Delarte

Villadora rocco

Villadora eMpire

Villadora resiDence

Villadora capital
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interior Design

using caD libraries

Creative understanding of space expressed by 

experience and sensibility to new trends is the 

most important for a designer. The experience from 

successful implementing theory and ideas into 

practice helps to create the best quality everyday 

objects from the best available materials. The 

aesthetic sensitivity combined with passion of 

creation makes the PORTA Group collections meeting 

the worldwide trends and enriching the interiors with 

fashionable inspiring accents. We believe that our 

doors will meet all of Your expectations.  

We are inviting you to visit our websites where You may acknowledge 
more about presented offers of VERTE, PORTA DOORS and VILLADORA 
and use our INTERIOR DESIGN CREATOR or PORTACAD & VILLADORACAD 
libraries for professionals.

Taking it as a begining of amazing journey, open the door to imagination…

VilladoraCAD 3D

portadoors.com

villadora.eu
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